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Disclaimer

This document includes forward-looking statements that reflect the current views of the UNICHROME management with respect to future 

events. These forward-looking statements include matters that are not historical facts or are statements regarding the UNICHROME’s 

intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning the industries in which UNICHROME operates. Forward-looking statements are based 

on current estimates and projections, and therefore too much reliance should not be placed upon them. Such statements are subject to risks 

and uncertainties, most of which are difficult to predict and generally beyond UNICHROME's control. 

UNICHROME cautions the readers that forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and that if these or other risks 

and uncertainties materialise, or if the assumptions underlying any of these statements prove incorrect, the development of the industry in 

which UNICHROME operates may materially differ from those made in, or suggested by, the forward-looking statements contained in this 

document. In addition, even if the outcomes and developments of the industry in which UNICHROME operates are consistent with the

forward-looking statements contained in this document, those results or developments may not be indicative of outcomes or developments in 

future periods. UNICHROME does not undertake any obligation to update or change any forward-looking statements to reflect events that 

occur or circumstances that arise after the date of this document. 

Industry data is sourced from ICDA, InTheRightVein, FerroalloyNet, LME, Fastmarkets MB, ISSF, UN Trading Data, Eurostat, OANDA.
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Market Overview
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Brief Market Summary

• Demand for ferrochrome was growing faster than supply recently, but current

economic downturn could significantly impact demand

• With ferroalloys production being very energy consuming process, recent spike in

electricity/gas prices has its significant impact on both supply and demand

• Emphasis on greener and less carbon polluting production processes is a big

challenge for ferrochrome as well as other metals industry

• Extreme level of uncertainty in general economical in and geopolitical situations

decreases level of confidence for both steel and ferroalloys industries

• Recession risk, inflation and interest rate increase are having major impact on

demand, but also blocks investment from the supply side, thus creating supply risk

upon normalization

• Volatility and wide gap between markets for the same products in different regions,

as well as between similar products in the same region, makes the market

fragmented more than ever before and its discovery almost impossible
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Ferrochrome, ferroalloys and other markets volatility 

Source: IntheRightVein, LME, Ferroalloynet, Fastmarkets MB

YTD data from 12/10/2022
Dec-19 

YTD

Dec-20 

YTD

2022 

YTD

Natural Gas Rotterdam 1006% 726% 95%

HC FeCr EU MB 205% 158% 52%

LC FeCr MB 164% 143% 10%

FeSi MB 102% 89% -30%

UG2 65% 64% 26%

Nickel LME 60% 28% 7%

Cobalt LME 56% 63% -26%

EU Benchmark Ch Cr 46% 27% -17%

FeV EU 44% 30% -2%

Crude oil Brent 43% 83% 20%

SiMn MB 36% 36% -24%

CIF Shanghai Ch Cr 34% 31% -12%

Zinc LME 29% 5% -19%

Aluminium LME 25% 10% -21%

Copper LME 25% -2% -21%

Average China Tender FeCr 24% 32% -6%

Tin LME 19% 1% -49%

NASDAQ 16% -19% -27%

Gold LME 14% -9% -7%

Palldium LME 14% -6% 17%

Iron ore 6% -38% -19%

Platinum LME -4% 11% -20%

S&P 500 -4% 11% -21%
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Electricity vs steel production

• With the current price of electricity in

Europe being at the unpresented level,

steel production has been decreasing

sharply

• This picture shows idled steel plant in

September 2022

• Similar picture occurs with production of

many other metals, including

stainless/special steel

• As the result demand for ferrochrome and

ferroalloys in Europe could show significant

drop in Q2/Q3 2022

• Situation will improve, however there is no

confidence as to when this will happen
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• Main cost components in ferrochrome/ferroalloys production include electricity, raw materials, coke, labor and logistics. 

• The industry moved from low demand in 2020, to high demand in 2021, while experiencing steep price in the logistics cost

By now logistics cost have decreased and normalized sharply, while high energy cost affect both supply and demand. 

• Growing inflation could escalate labor and raw materials cost in the near future.  

FeCr Supply Cost Pressure Components
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*The data in the above table, comes from publicly available sources and subject to change based on future availability. All the calculation were done 

considering different production methods, as well as use of different power sources. Energy prices vary by region even more than the FeCr prices 

Average price 0.25 Euro per kWt

In tonnes per tonne of finished product Energy consumption kWth Eneregy price per lb of Cr in Euro

High Grade HC FeCr 3000-3500 0.52-0.61

Low Grade HC FeCr 3000-3500 0.57-0.66

Charge Cr 3000-3500 0.68-0.79

Refined FeCr 3600-3800 0.63-0.66

In tonnes per tonne of finished product Energy consumption kWth Eneregy price per tonne in Euro

FeSi 8500 2125

FeNi 8300 2075

Average price 75 Euro per tonne

In tonnes per tonne of finished product CO2 emissions range CO2 price per lb of Cr in Euro 

High Grade HC FeCr 4-5.6 0.21-0.29

Low Grade HC FeCr 5.8-7 0.33-0.40

Charge Cr 2.2-5.2 0.15-0.35

Refined FeCr 1.7-8.1 0.09-0.42

In tonnes per tonne of finished product CO2 emissions range CO2 price per tonne in Euro 

FeSi 3.5-14 263-1050

FeNi 2.3-7.5 173-563

On top there are new variables having their significant impact on ferrochrome/ferroalloys 

amongst many other metals
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Stainless Steel vs HC Fe Cr production by region 

• Stainless production in 2021 reached 56.3 million tonnes, an increase of 11% over 

2020 and 8% over 2019

• In H1 2022 ISSF expected further production/consumption increase in 2022, but due 

to the current economic downturn, that forecast would be revised

• FeCr production on the other hand in 2021, barely returned to the level of 2019 at 

13.9 million tonnes vs 13.7

Below overview of FeCr by regions in 2021:

• China

• In 2021 capacity increased by almost 700,000 tonnes, to over 13.73 million, back 

to the record of 13.3 in 2018, with further 2% increase in 2022. Total output 

increased by 4% to 5.93 million tonnes, slightly below record level of 2019. 

• South Africa/Zimbabwe 

• Production returned to the pre-pandemic level of 2019

• Hernic, Richards Bay and Mogale remain idled 

• ESKOM continues to struggle with electricity supply, thus further increases in tariffs 

are possible

• TransNet also had issues with railway operations as well as port gluts

• Zimbabwe more than tripled its production of FeCr, from 170000 tonnes to almost 

500000

• Kazakhstan and Russia

• 2021 production decreased by 7% comparing to 2020, despite global economic 

recovery and surge in prices 

• India

• A small increase in production, but far below 2019 level

• Turkey, Sweden, Finland and Albania

• All four showed increase in production, driven by rapid price increases in H2 

2021, but that increase could not compensate for production decrease in the 

other regions
Source: ICDA, ISSF
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Source: Fastmarkets MB

FeCr price difference between similar products

• From the graphs before and on the left, one can

see that price gap has started to affect products

based on geographical location, EU/USA vs China

domestic prices. This gap increased in size

substantially in H2 2021 and H1 2022. While

products in China and EU/USA are significantly

different (Ch Cr vs HG HC FeCr), the graph on the

left illustrates correlation between similar products

in different locations

• All the products on that graph are considered HC

FeCr, but with slightly different chemical

composition, but a very large price gap, especially

between High Grade HC in Europe and Low-

Grade HC in Japan

• Current gap is on the unprecedent level, based on

the logistical and numerous other constraints

between major suppliers of HG HCFeCr and

suppliers of other grades
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Source: InTheRightVein, Ferroalloynet

Historically high level of the gap between FeCr prices in EU/USA versus domestic FeCr prices in China
The price difference can be attributed to cost pressure between China and RoW
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Summary and market outlook

STRENGHS: Ferrochrome market recovered from 2020 downturn:

• Most of the chrome related metals prices rose significantly since the beginning of the year, but now are in the correction

phase

• India is playing more and more significant role given large population and one of the lowest stainless-steel use per

capita in the world

• Indonesia has become the second largest stainless-steel producer, with growth from 680k in 2017 to almost 5 million in

2021

WEAKNESSE AND THREATS: Ferrochrome industry faces other significant risks such as:

• Demand for ferrochrome was growing faster than supply over the last few years, while current economic downturn

could significantly lower demand for chrome related products

• General uncertainty related to high risk of recession

• High inflation and rate increase, in combination of economic recession risk, lead to below low level of economic outlook

confidence

• Export/import duties combined with logistics constraints and other restrictions

• Electricity volatility and regional fragmentation

• Consequent chrome market fragmentation and extreme volatility result in lack of guidance for future chrome market

development

OPPORTUNITY: Moving forward:

• Ferrochrome market requires new mechanism in order to find realistic balance between supply and demand, considering

all the complex current and anticipated parameters (quality, region, energy consumption, carbon footprint) in the supplier's

costs versus consumer's value in use and to ensure long-term sustainable development from both producers and

consumers perspective
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FeCr and ferroalloys 

market moving forward
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Exchange tradable vs non-exchange tradable metals

Why ferroalloys were not available for exchange trade in warehouses, like base metals?:

• Multichemical quality parameters variable in wide range makes comparison difficult, due to the lack of

uniform standard

• Depending on individual range of chemical composition for these parameters' each product, even within

the same class have its own value in use and cost, which depends on individual producer from one side

and consumer from the other side

• Due to the above reasons, any standardization leads to decrease of liquidity and lack of publicly agreed

product value

• Consequently, classic exchange mechanisms were not successfully applied to trading of ferroalloys and

similar products

Exchange traded metals Non-exchange traded metals

FeCr FeSi FeMn SiMn

SiCr FeMo FeV FeTi
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Technology for market going forward
Based on the modern development of auction theory, which takes into account all variety of parameters

without sacrificing transparency and liquidity, we have developed SOFTMETAL for trading of warehouse

receipts for ferrochrome and other alloys, safely stored in independent warehouses:

• To learn more about SOFTMETAL you can access its webpage at: https://softmetal.ch/

Current market structure
SoftMetal market structure

https://softmetal.ch/
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Thank you for your kind attention

Partnership with UNICHROME is 

the ticket to the island of reliability 

and sustainable development 

in the turbulent ocean 

of commodity markets

www.unichrome.ch


